APPLICATION NOTE

Decoupling Techniques for
UTMC’s RadHard MSI Product
Family
The primary purpose of the decoupling capacitor is to supply output switching charge for a semi-conductor device.
The switching charge allows the outputs to discharge and charge loads capacitance from either logic high-to-low or
logic low-to-high. Inadequate sizing and power location of power supply decoupling capacitors can result in numerous
board problems. The most common problem associated with inadequate decoupling capacitance is power supply noise
(i.e, high frequency noise and or droop). If the decoupling capacitor does not support the switching charge
requirements of the device, the power supply must deliver the additional charge (i.e., current). Proper decoupling
requires the available decoupling charge QDEC equal or exceed the required switching charge QS.
The additional switching current flowing from the power supply to the device on a printed circuit board (PCB) trace
creates a voltage drop between the supply and device. A typical PCB trace has an inductance of approximately 17nH
per inch (PCB board specific). The trace inductance, distance between power supply and device, and current dl/dT
determines the magnitude of the voltage drop along the trace and at the VDD input pin. Large voltage drops can result
in data loss and intermittent circuit functionality. Figure 1 is a circuit diagram showing load capacitance and decoupling
capacitance.

RELEASED
Figure 1. Circuit Diagram

Use the following technique to determine the total switching charge requirements (QS) and decoupling capacitor size
(CDEC):
CT defines the total load capacitance switching on a clock edge. Calculate CT by multiplying the number of outputs
switching on a clock edge by the load capacitance (assumes equal output loading). UTMC RadHard MSI family is
characterized with a CL of 50pF.
DVO defines the voltage swing for the switching output(s). Calculate DVO using either of the following equations: DVO
= VOH - VOL for best case or VDD - VSS (or ground) for worst case.
QS defines the total charge required to support output switching. Use the equation QS = (DVO x CT) to calculate the
switching charge requirements.
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Next calculate the size decoupling capacitor size. The decoupling capacitor can deliver a charge of QDEC which equal
CDEC multiplied by VDD in Figure 1. To limit power supply ripple limit DVDEC deviations to 250mV. To accomplish the
250mV ripple goal, QDEC is equal to CDEC multiplied by DVDEC, where DVDEC equals 250mV.
Equating QDEC to QS one can write the following:
QS = QDEC
DVO x CT = DVDEC x CDEC
Example:
Calculate QS and CDEC for 5 outputs switching 50pf worst case (VDD = 5.5 volts)
QS = DVO x CT
QS = (5 x 50pf x 5.5) coulombs (Q)
QS = 1.37 x 1012 q or 1.37nQ
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Since DVO x CT = DVDEC x CDEC
CDEC = QS / DVDEC
CDEC = 1.37nQ / 250mV
CDEC = 5.5 nf
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